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PREFACE

The introduction of the first general laws for compulsory

driving with Daytime Running Lights (DRL) in Sweden as well as

in Finland and Norway has created a need for a review of the

evidences pro and con URL as a traffic safety measure. The

Swedish Traffic Safety Office has initiated this project and

sponsored the work on the present report.

The author is fully responsible for the report. Dr Kare Rumar

has contributed with valuable information, viewpoints and

criticisms of the draft. Christina Ruthger has corrected my poor

English and edited the manuscript.

Gabriel Helmers.
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DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS A POTENT TRAFFIC SAFETY MEASURE?

by Gabriel Helmers
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)

5 581 01 LINKOPING Sweden

ABSTRACT

This report consists of a literature survey and an analysis of

the effects of motor vehicles equipped with Daytime Running

Lights (DRL) on traffic accidents and driver behavior. The grow

ing use of DRL from the very beginning in the early 1960' to

present times is also reviewed. Finally, DRL are evaluated as a

traffic safety measure.
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II

DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS A POTENT TRAFFIC SAFETY MEASURE?

by Gabriel Helmers I
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)

8-581 01 LINKOPING Sweden

SUMMARY

Daytime Running Lights (DRL) rely on an assumption that there is

a causal relation between an increase in motor vehicle visibili

ty/detectability/conspicuity and a decrease in the risk of

traffic accidents.

This assumption is strongly supported by the results of the

accident studies found in literature. There is further support

from a large majority of studies in which the effect of DRL on

visibility/detectability/conspicuity of motor-vehicles, on

driver judgments and on overt driver behavior has been studied.

Support is also given by the results from "on-the spot" accident

investigations.

Taking all evidences pro and con DRL into account, a connection

between an increase in motor vehicle visibility/detectability/

conspicuity and a reduction of daytime "multiple" accidents are

strongly supported. ("Multiple" accidents imply accidents with

more than one road user involved).

This outcome is in agreement with the theory of the effects of

DRL, which has been specified in the report. This theory is

therefore accepted.
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III

The main effects of DRL are summarized below:

DRL improve motor vehicle Visibility/detectability/conspicu

ity in daylight.

The number of "multiple" accidents in daylight decreases

with an increase in frequency of motor vehicles driving with

DRL.

The number of collisions between motor-vehicles and unpro

tected road users (pedestrians and cyclists) in daylight

decreases with an increase in frequency of motor vehicles

driving with DRL.

In the first part of the report a short survey of the growing

use of DRL from the beginning in the early 1960's is given. The

introduction of compulsory use of DRL in the Scandinavian coun

tries is then covered as well as evaluations of the consequences

of DRL on daytime "multiple" accidents in these countries. This

section is finished by a review of recent trends and changing

attitudes towards DRL in North America as well as on the Europ

ean Continent.
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1 DEFINITION

Daytime Running Lights (DRL) stands for daytime driving with lit

headlights or lit special lamps mounted on the front of the car.

The main purpose of DRL is a general increase of vehicle visi

bility/detectability/conspicuity for the fellow road users.

2 PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is twofold. The first goal is to make

a world wide review of the growth of DRL-driving. The second

goal is to make an unbiased evaluation of empirical findings in

support of as well as against DRL as a potent traffic safety

measure 0

An effort has also been made to combine these two goals with the

goal to write a report easy to grasp for readers specialized

neither in DRL nor in scientific methods.

Having studied the first part of section 4 (page 8), each of the

following sections can be understood separately without reading

the previous ones.

3 DRL IN A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

3.1 The idea of daytime driving with headlights on

According to Allen and Clark (1964) the idea of daytime driving

with lit headlights probably originates in Texas. In 1961, there

was a safety campaign requesting daytime driving with headlights

on during major holidays as a sign of compliance to the campaign

to drive safely. As early as the fall of 1961 the idea was.

adopted by the American Trucking Association in a nation wide

campaign.
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3.2 Early experiences of driving with DRL

 

Allen and Clark (1964) also reported that in 1961 DRL was intro

duced by the Greyhound Corporation on all their busses. After a

couple of years the company reported in a before-after evalua-

tion an average daytime accident reduction of 11 per cent.

In 1963 the Indianapolis Star newspaper started a campaign for

driving with a single DRL mounted on the grill of the car. The

light intensity of this DRL lamp was rather weak (21 candle

power). Allen (1965) tried to evaluate the effect by sending a

questionnaire to 181 companies known to be using this type of

DRL. The replies were analysed and a large accident reduction

(38 per cent) was found.

Cantilli (1969) reported a fleet study conducted at the New York

Port Authority. In this study about 200 vehicles were modified

to drive with their parking lights on. The traffic accidents of

this group of vehicles were compared with those of a (control)

group of about 400 not modified vehicles.

The accident frequency for the vehicles with parking lights was

18 per cent lower (per million vehicle-miles) compared to the

control group. The comparable outcome for accident severity was

66 per cent lower. When the rear end accidents in the material

are considered separately, the corresponding accident reductions

for the group of vehicles driving with parking lights on were 45

and 54 per cent, respectively.

The results presented above must be regarded as preliminary. The

first study is lacking experimental control. That means that

there might be other alternative explanations. The result of the

last study cannot be evaluated as no information about control

procedures of the experiment has been presented. Another reason

is that the total number of accidents in the two groups of

vehicles must have been small. Thus, the basis for a correct

evaluation of these results is missing.
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Consequently, the size of the accident reductions reported above

must not be generalized beyond these studies. The most important

result is thus the trend of accident reduction as an effect of

DRL.

Even if these results were the "true" effects we are not allowed

to generalize the result, e.g. considering it applicable to

other vehicles, other proportions of DRL-vehicles in traffic or

other countries etc.

3.3 Early explanations of the potential effect of DRL

In their paper, Allen and Clark (1964) have cited some alterna

tive explanations in the American debate about the potential

positive DRL-effect. One common argument is that the effect is a

novelty effect and therefore limited in time. Another is that

DRL will attract attention from other road users. The authors

summarize the often strong views against DRL they have met as

follows: "Running lights are a novelty right now, but as soon as

everyone has them, no one will pay attention to them."

Quite opposite to the views cited above, Allen and Clark (1964)

proposed an alternative explanation: An increased detectability

of vehicles on the road. They showed firstly, that to a high

degree vehicles vary in visibility according to their colour and

luminance contrasts towards different backgrounds. Secondly,

that vehicles strongly gain in visibility by using DRL in situa

tions characterized by low contrasts towards their surroundings

or by effects of glare from the sun or by low ambient illumina

tion. The authors conclusion is that DRL improve vehicle visi

bility especially in those situations where the visibility of

the vehicle is bad.
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3.4 Early attitudes towards and experiences of URL in

Sweden

The frequency of daytime driving with low beam on was observed

in different parts of Sweden in the spring of 1967. As an aver

age, 1-2 per cent of the vehicles had their headlights on. A

second observation showed that about 5 per cent of the drivers

did not switch on their headlights even in very bad daylight

visibility conditions. A third indicated that specular reflec-

tions on vehicles in daylight as well as lit headlights are im

portant factors in vehicle detection. (Rumar 1968).

Daytime driving with low beam was recommended by the Swedish

Traffic Safety Office as a traffic safety measure when Sweden

changed from left to right hand traffic in 1967. Rumar (1968)

recommended low beam driving_ in daylight on the basis of the

American experiences and the results of his observation studies

summarized above.

Svensson (1968) has referred to some early Swedish trends and

experiences as follows:

In 1967, after a short test period the Swedish State Railways

introduced lit high beams on their trains during daytime.

Longer detection distances were reported by workers along the

track.

In 1968 the Swedish Armed Forces introduced daytime use of

low beam headlights on the roads. This decision was based on

subjective judgments of improved traffic safety during a pre-

ceding test period.

- All new vehicles delivered to the Swedish Police from 1968

onwards must have their headlights lit over the ignition.
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3.5 Progress in DRL-driving in Scandinavia in the 1970's

and 1980 s

 

In the 1960 s, Sweden was in the lead in introducing DRL driving

in Scandinavia. But in 1970 Finland took over this role. The

Finnish Ministry of Transport decreed that "Motor vehicles

should from October 1, 1970, to March 31, 1971, drive on low

beams outside built up areas". This act was meant as a recommen-

dation, but was interpreted as a law by the public. The effect

was a vast majority of drivers obeying the recommendation: about

90 per cent in the period October February, and about 75 per

cent in March 1971.

The same recommendation was valid for the winter 1972/73 but the

observance decreased. An analysis of the accidents occurring

during the winter 1970/71 showed a decrease in daytime accident

rate compared to expected or predicted numbers.

This information in combination with an ambitious national traf

fic safety goal was the main basis of the Finnish Transport

Ministry for changing the recommendation to a compulsory DRL

law. In the first winter (1972/73) the law was valid for 5

months, the next winter for 7 months and then finally for 8

months during the following winter periods.

Andersson and co-workers were commissioned by the "Scandinavian

Traffic Safety Council" (NTR) to evaluate trends in the Finnish

accident statistics before and after the introduction of DRL.

They found a large decrease in "multiple" daylight accidents as

compared to single and "multiple" accidents in darkness (Anders

son and co workers 1976). "Multiple" accidents are accidents in

which two or more road users are involved. Consequently, pedest

rian as well as cycle and moped accidents are included in this

concept.

The next step towards a general use of DRL was taken by the NTR

after publication of the report by Andersson (Andersson and co

workers 1976). Based on available Scandinavian as well as inter
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national research the NTR predicted a significant reduction of

"multiple" daylight accidents as an effect of DRL-driving. As a

consequence the NTR recommended a general compulsory DRL law

(NTR 1976), that means motorwvehicle driving with DRL without

exception, in winter as well as in summer, in as well as outside

built up areas. As light sources for DRL, the NTR recommended

the ordinary low beam headlights or two other light sources,

which had been proved to be appropriate.

Sweden was the first country to follow the recommendation. Since

October 1, 1977 all motor vehicles (with a speed limit above

30 km/h) must be driven with their lights on during daytime. A

couple of years later Finland changed its DRL law to be valid

during the whole year, but only outside built-up areas. In

Sweden tractors as well as mopeds were included in the DRL law.

In Norway there is a compulsory use of DRL for new motor

vehicles sold after January 1, 1985. For older vehicles DRL-

driving is recommended. Denmark is the only Scandinavian country

where DRL-driving is compulsory for motorcycles only.

3.6 International progress in DRL~driving in the 1980 s

Two years ago "la Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage"

(CIE) established a working group, the task of which is to pro

pose proper lighting characteristics and rules for DRL.

Besides the development of DRL driving in Scandinavia, Canada

as well as the U.S. have been most active in working in a direc

tion towards a general use of DRL. In Canada new vehicles must

be equipped with automatic DRL systems after December 1, 1989.

(Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 1987 and Transport Canada, 1987).

Like Canada, which has adapted to the compulsory introduction of

the center, high mounted brake light used in the U.S., the U.S.

are moving towards an adaptation to the Canadian introduction of
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DRL: There is a U.S. proposal from March 19, 1987 permitting DRL

on new vehicles manufactured after September 1, 1988. (U.S.

Department of Transportation 1987a).

The attitudes towards a general use of DRL have mainly been

negative in countries on the European Continent. However, there

seems to be a growing interest and a changing attitude in these

countries. Most activities are for the moment reported from The

Nederlands, where investigations have been initiated and the

issue of legislation has been sent to the government for deci

sion.
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4 A THEORY ABOUT THE RELATION BETWEEN VEHICLE

VISIBILITY AND ACCIDENT RISK

DRL rely on an assumption that there is a relation between

vehicle visibility/detectability/conspicuity and accident risk.

The theory can be stated in the following way:

Improvements in vehicle visibility create better conditions for

vehicle detection and driver judgments. The general effect of

improved conditions for detection and judgments will be an in

crease in the mean detection distances and safety margins to

vehicles on the road. The most important consequence for road

safety is a decrease in the occurrences of too short detection

distances and too small safety margins in traffic. Too short

detection distances and too small safety margins are postulated

to be directly related to perceptual driver mistakes, near acci-

dents and accidents.

The implication of the theory above is that there is a positive

net effect of DRL, implying a decrease in the number of traffic

accidents and their total costs to society. (Weather this

measure is cost effective or not is a separate question.)

This does not mean that DRL have no other effects related to

road safety. It is quite possible and even probable that certain

types of accidents will increase in number. There can be novelty

effects, effects related to the proportion of DRL vehicles on

the road, masking effects, accident migration effects etc, but

the main point of the theory above is that the net effect of DRL

on traffic safety is positive.

One of the purposes of this report is to make an unbiased evalu-

ation of empirical findings in support of as well as against

DRL. At the end of this report we can hopefully accept or reject

the theory above.
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5 DIRECT AND INDIRECT TRAFFIC SAFETY MEASURES

The ultimate purpose of DRL is the prevention of traffic acci

dents. A decrease in daytime "multiple" traffic accidents is the

evident and direct safety measure, which we should like to use

in an evaluation of DRL.

A serious scientific problem is, however, encountered. Traffic

accidents are so infrequent that we must study huge groups of

vehicles (in fleet studies) or a whole vehicle populationof a

country or a state (in before and after studies) in order to

reach differences which are statistically significant. This is

the case even in those instances where the "true" effect of a

counter-measure is as large as 10 to 20 per cent. Another im

portant condition in all before and after studies is that no

other safety measures are introduced during the period of study.

The obvious consequence of these facts is that we cannot expect

statistically significant traffic safety effects of DRL from li

mited accident studies. On the other hand, if there is a "true"

and strong effect, we can eXpect consistent trends in the acci-

dent data of such studies.

As a complement to studying traffic accidents as a direct traf

fic safety measure, there is the possibility of studying in

direct traffic safety measures. These measures are related to

the theory about the causal connection between the actual

counter measure and the factors generating traffic accidents..

In the case of DRL, the theory postulates that an increased

motor vehicle visibility/detectability/conspicuity will decrease

the frequency of too short detection distances and too small

safety margins in traffic. This is directly related to a de

crease in driver perceptual mistakes, near accidents and accid-

ents. The indirect traffic safety measures of DRL are therefore

measurements of increased detection distances of motor vehicles,

improved driver judgments or overt driver behavior related to an

increased motor~vehicle visibility/detectability/conspicuity.
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Accident studies, as a direct traffic safety measure of DRL, are

presented and discussed in the first section below followed by a

short presentation of the most important studies of indirect

safety measures of DRL.

6 ACCIDENT STUDIES

6.1 DRL, vehicle colour and accidents

 

Vehicle visibility varies with vehicle colour and lit headlights

or DRL. An increase in vehicle visibility is according to the

DRL-theory (see section 4) directly related to a decrease in the

accident risk.

Allen and Clark (1964) showed that in most cases vehicles paint

ed in bright colours had larger contrasts to traffic backgrounds

and therefore better visibility than cars in dark or black col

ours. This result is supported by other studies, see for example

Dahlstedt (1986).

According to the DRL theory the following specific outcomes or

hypotheses can easily be derived:

The daytime accident risk for vehicles painted in bright

colours is less than that for vehicles in dark or black

colours. During night time driving the accident risk for these

groups of vehicles is equal.

As an effect of DRL, the daytime risk reduction of vehicles in

dark or black colours is larger compared to vehicles in bright

colours. The reason for this is that vehicles in dark and

black colours more often have a poor visibility compared to

those in bright colours. DRL is primarily increasing the visi

bility in those bad situations.
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What are the evidences for rejecting or accepting the first sta-

tement?

Viberg (1966) has compared the frequency of different vehicle

colours in traffic with the frequency of colours of vehicles in

volved in accidents during a period of one year (1964). To sum

up, his results are as follows:

Vehicles in bright and vivid colours are underrepresented in

daytime multi vehicle accidents as compared to their proportion

in traffic. The opposite was found for cars in dark, grayish and

unsaturated colours. Black was the far most accident "prone"

colour.

Single accidents and night-time accidents are used as control

conditions. No difference in accident risk was found for these

groups of vehicles in these conditions.

Viberg's results are in agreement with the first statement

above.

What are then the evidences for rejecting or accepting the sec

ond statement?

Cantilli (1969) has also analyzed the data from his fleet study

(referred to on page 2), according to vehicle colour. Accident

risks for yellow and black vehicles in his DRL group as well as

in his NO DRL group have been calculated.

The results show a large decrease in the accident rate for black

vehicles driving on parking lights as compared to black vehicles

without parking lights. For yellow vehicles in the two groups

there was no such difference.

Cantilli's results are in favour of the second statement above.

Viberg's as well as Cantilli's studies can be criticized for

lacking relevant control procedures. Their results are therefore
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preliminary until they have been confirmed or contradicted by

further research. But what is most interesting as to their

results so far is that they are very well in accordance with the

theory above: The positive effect of DRL on traffic safety is

directly related to an increase in visibility/detectability/con

spicuity.

6.2 Proportion of DRL vehicles and accidents

The proportion of DRL-vehicles in traffic can be an important

factor directly related to the accident risk. Several possible

outcomes can be described. Some possible cases are discussed

below.

Statement: When a small proportion of vehicles using DRL, the

accident risk for these vehicles will decrease

There are a rather large number of studies supporting this sta-

tement. Among those are the early results from the Greyhound

Corporation already mentioned (Allen and Clark 1964) and that of

Cantilli (1969), but also recent results as for example the

fleet study reported by Stein (1985). In a report from the U.S.

Department of Transportation (1987b) a summary table of known

field test results is presented. In the report, these results

are commented on as follows: "Perhaps the most interesting

characteristic of the ... data is that all DRL accident rate

field tests conducted to date have shown a positive effect."

There are also several studies showing a decrease in accident

risks for motor cycles whenthis category of vehicles is using

DRL exclusively. See for example Janoff & Cassel (1971) and

Zador (1985).

The statement above is therefore accepted.
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Statement: The decrease in accident risk for vehicles using DRL

is compensated for by an increase in accident risk

for those vehicles or road users which are not using

DRL

If this statement is correct, a law on general DRL-driving would

have no influence on the total number of accidents in daylight.

There are two studies which can contribute to accepting or re

jecting this statement. The first is the evaluation of accidents

after the Finnish introduction of DRL driving (Andersson and

co workers 1976). The second is the evaluation of the Swedish

accident statistics before and after the introduction of the

compulsory DRL-law (Andersson and co workers 1981).

The Finnish conditions and results are summarized as follows.

The first period studied was a period characterized by propa-

ganda for using DRL outside built up areas during the winter

season. The frequency of DRL driving was reported to vary bet

ween 40 and 75 per cent with an average of 65 per cent.

The second period was characterized by a firm official recom

mendation of DRL driving in the conditions mentioned above. The

frequency of DRL driving increased. It was reported to vary be-

tween 61 and 96 per cent with an average of 84 per cent.

The last period was when the compulsory law of DRL driving was

in force during the darker period of the year outside built up

areas. The frequency of use varied between 93 and 99 per cent

with an average of 97 per cent.

Andersson and co workers (1976) have analyzed the accident sta-

tistics for these three periods. In the analysis of the accident

data, single accidents and "multiple" night time accidents have

been used as controls. Their results are summarized as follows.

The average frequencies of DRL driving during the three periods

were 65, 84 and 97 per cent. The relative numbers (or risk) of

"multiple" accidents in daylight for these three periods were
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100, 85 and 79, respectively. So, there is a "multiple" accident

reduction of 21 per cent when the frequency of DRL vehicles has

been increased from a moderate to a very highlevel.

The size of the accident reduction received in Finland during

winter time in non built-up areas must be regarded as very high.

Andersson and co workers (1981) had the opportunity to validate

and generalize this result when accident data were available

from the period before and after the introduction of the com-

pulsory DRL law in Sweden a couple of years later.

Contrary to Finland, the Swedish DRL-law was in force during all

seasons of the year, and also in as well as outside built up

areas. The use of DRL in Sweden was in the before period about

30 per cent and in the after~period about 95 per cent. The

method of analysis has been very much the same for the two stu

dies. The Swedish accidents studied are all personal injury

accidents.

The over all result of the analysis shows a decrease in "mul

tiple" accidents of 11 per cent or 900 personal injury accidents

per year from the before to the after period. The difference is

not significant on the 5 per cent level but all tendencies are

in agreement with the Finnish results. One main result of the

Swedish analysis is that in Finland the decrease in "multiple"

accidents during the dark (winter) season in non-built up areas

might be generalized to be valid for driving during the light

(summer) season as well as driving in built up areas.

Vaaje (1986) reports that the frequency of motor vehicles using

DRL in Norway has increased from 30 35 per cent in 1980 to 60 65

per cent in 1985. Over the same period the "multiple" daylight

accidents have decreased by 14 per cent in relative numbers. The

reported accident reduction trends in Norway are much the same

as those reported from Finland and Sweden.

To sum up, there seems to be a stable general decrease in

"multiple" daylight accidents as an effect of DRL driving when
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the frequency of use of DRL increases from a moderate (30 35 per

cent) to a very high level (95-100 per cent).

The statement above is therefore rejected.

Statement: The accident risk for pedestrians and cyclists will

increase with increasing frequency of motor vehicles

using DRL

The answer to this statement is very important. The traffic

safety goal for the Swedish authorities is for example a larger

decrease in accidents for the unprotected road users than for

motor vehicle occupants.

There are two main types of possible interaction processes bet

ween the motor vehicle driver and the unprotected road user

which are important for the generation of accidents:

The motor vehicle driver must detect the unprotected road user

at a certain distance to make an evasive manoeuver in order to

avoid a collision. If the relative conspicuity of the unpro

tected road user is decreased as an effect of general DRL

motor vehicle driving, reduced safety and an increased risk

for this category of road users are postulated.

The unprotected road user must detect the motor-vehicle at a

certain distance in order to keep out of conflict and in that

way avoid a collision. As the conspicuity of motor vehicles is

improved by using DRL, improved safety and decreased risks for

pedestrians and cyclists are achieved.

Which of the two processes postulated above seems to be the most

predominant?

Once again, by analyzing the Finnish and Swedish accident sta-

tistics, Andersson and co workers (1976 and 1981) have shown

that the number of pedestrian and bicycle accidents decreases
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with an increasing proportion of motor vehicles using URL. The

size of this reduction is larger than the reduction of daytime

multi motor vehicle accidents. This result is also confirmed by

the Norwegian evaluation (Vaaje 1986).

The latter of the two processes postulated above seems to be the

predominant. Motor-vehicle conspicuity is most important for the

unprotected road user in avoiding conflicts and collisions with

motor-vehicles.

The statement above is therefore rejected.

6.3 Simultaneous use of rear presence lights with URL and

rear end collisions

 

Rear presence lights in daylight can have two counter acting

effects. One promoting detection of the vehicle, the other mask

ing the braking lights. Attwood (1981) draws the following con

clusions after studying this topic: The red rear presence lights

"are bright enough to be useful as running lights during the

period one half hour prior to sunset to one half hour after sun

rise". "The current presence lights are not so bright that they

would mask the onset of brake or turn signals....".

Cantilli (1969) found in his study that rear end collisions was

the category of accidents which showed the largest reduction.

This result has not been repeated in the before after analyses

of Finnish and Swedish accidents conducted by Andersson and co

workers (1976 and 1981). In these studies the reduction of rear

end collisions has been very small.
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7 INDIRECT MEASURES OF DRL EFFECTS:

VISIBILITY/DETECTABILITY/CONSPICUITY, MASKING,

DRIVER JUDGMENTS, AND OVERT BEHAVIOUR

7.1 An introduction to indirect safety measures

The main scientific problem with indirect traffic safety mea

sures is that their relation to significant features of driver

behavior in ordinary traffic, driver mistakes and traffic acci

dents is not sufficiently known. The validity of each of these

measures can therefore be questioned.

One main problem is how our eye fixations and eye movements are

related to driver visual input from the road scene. What import

ance has central vs pheripheral visual cues?

Another important problem is to what degree conscious driver

judgments in an artificial experimental situation may be gene

ralized to driver judgments in normal automized driving?

What relation is there between different visual cues and detec

tion? An object can for example be perfectly visible when you

know it is there, but its conspicuity can be bad when you are

looking somewhere else.

One way to overcome these difficulties is to obtain a number of

indirect measures in each area of investigation.

7.2 Studies of Visibility/Detectability/Conspicuity

In an experiment Attwood (1975) has shown that detection in cen-

tral vision of a vehicle without DRL is very much dependent on

ambient illumination. When the vehicle uses the ordinary low

beams as DRL the opposite is the case: Detection distances are

large and independent of ambient illumination.
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King and Finch (1969) have studied the DRL intensities required

in sunshine in order to increase the visibility significantly

when the vehicle is seen in a head on position at a distance of

about 200 m. When the sun shines directly on the front of the

vehicle 2000 candlepower is required. When the sun is behind the

vehicle and the front therefore is in shadow 600 candlepower is

sufficient.

Pheripheral detection has been studied by Horberg and Rumar

(1975 and 1979). They found that a DRL of at least low beam

intensity is required to increase the detection distance when

the vehicle is detected at a pheripheral angle of 30°. At a

pheripheral angle of 60°, high beam intensities are required.

The U.S. Department of Transportation (1987b) has studied

vehicle detection at a pheripheral angle of 15°. Detection dist

ances increased with an increasing intensity of DRL. A second

finding was that two separated lamps were more effective than a

single centrally mounted one.

7.3 Studies of masking effects

 

Attwood (1977 and 1979) has studied if there is a masking effect

of DRL when approaching a platoon of vehicles in which the

vehicle between two (DRL ) vehicles does not have DRL. The

results indicate that the DRL on the surrounding vehicles will

make detection of the unlit vehicle more difficult. The masking

effect increases with a decrease in ambient illumination or an

increase in DRL intensity.

The U.S. Department of Transportation (1987b) reports a study in

which turn signal masking has been studied. Significant main

effects were found for viewing distance and DRL lamp area but

not for DRL intensity.
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These results show that DRL can have some masking effects on

vehicles not using DRL as well as on'signal lamps on vehicles

using DRL.

7.4 Studies of distance and gap judgments

 

Attwood (1976) studied distance judgments in a dynamic passing

or overtaking situation. He found that the drivers underestima

ted the distance to a more conspicuous (DRL ) vehicle.

Horberg (1977) made distance judgments to stationary vehicles.

He also found an underestimation of the distances to a vehicle

with DRL as compared to a vehicle without DRL.

The judged distance to a DRL vehicle tends to be shorter than

the corresponding distance to a less conspicuous vehicle in

these experiments. A larger safety margin seems therefore to be

connected with the use of DRL.

7.5 Studies of overt driver behaviour

 

Allen and co workers (1969) studied the lane keeping behavior of

opposing drivers as, an effect of lit low beam headlights. The

results show that when the experimental vehicle drove with low

beams on, approaching vehicles were better centered in the oppo

site lane than when the low beam headlights were off.

For more detailed surveys and discussions about the effects of

DRL on indirect traffic safety measures see Attwood (1981),

Rumar (1980 and 1981) and U.S. Department of Transportation

(1987b).
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8 COST BENEFIT STUDIES OF DRL

Generally, it is a very difficult task to make cost benefit cal

culations which will be agreed upon. There are several reasons

for this condition. One main reason is that the benefit or the

saved costs for reductions in frequency and severity of acci-

dents must rely on uncertain assumptions. Another reason is that

the costs are also difficult to calculate when the increase in

costs is a very small part of the total cost of buying and

driving a vehicle.

Rumar (1981) has calculated the costs of DRL to increase the

total costs by about 1 per cent. The U.S. Department of Trans-

portation (1981) has calculated the initial cost to be $39.26

and the annual maintenance and fuel costs to be $26.97 for pass

enger .cars. The latter calculations would correspond to a total

increase in costs by between 2 and 3 per cent.

In a recent report from Transport Canada (1986?) much lower

costs have been predicted. The average lifetime cost per vehicle

has been calculated to be $330 for ordinary low beams (including

all lights simultaneously lit), $160 for reduced low beams and

$70 for high intensity parking lights or separate new daytime

running lights. The corresponding increase in the total costs

due to these DRL alternatives would be less than 1 per cent,

less than .5 per cent and less than .2 per cent, respectively.

These costs are calculated to be balanced by accident reductions

of the following sizes: 11 per cent for the ordinary low beam, 5

per cent for the reduced low beam and 2 per cent for high inten

sity parking lights or for separate daytime running lights.

If the latter calculations are realistic and the "true" accident

reduction is above 11 per cent there is a profit in introducing

compulsory driving on ordinary low beams. By introducing a sepa-

rate daytime running lamp the cost is reduced to about 20 per

cent of the original one.
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9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

DRL rely on an assumption that there is a causal relation bet

ween an increase in motor-vehicle visibility/detectability/con

spicuity and a decrease in the risk of traffic accidents. (See

section 4).

This assumption is strongly supported by the results of the

accident studies found in literature. (See section 6). In a

recent analysis of casualties in traffic accidents in Sweden

during the period 1970 1986, Nilsson (1988) has identified three

effective safety counter-measures, which have been introduced: A

compulsory use of safety belts, DRL and helmets (for motor cycle

and moped riders).

There is further support from a large majority of studies in

which the effect of DRL on visibility/detectability/conspicuity

of vehicles, on driver judgments and on overt driver behavior

has been studied. (See section 7).

Support is also given by the results from "on the spot" accident

investigations. Two such studies are given as examples below.

Sabey and Staughton (1975) classified observed driver errors in

a number of categories. Among the 6 most frequent classifica

tions used, the following 4 are directly related to vehicle

visibility/detectability/conspicuity: "Looked, but failed to

see", "Lack of care", "Distraction" and "Failed to look". For

observed pedestrian errors 33 per cent belonged to the two cate

gories "Failed to look" and "Looked, but failed to see".

Hantula (1987) reported "perception errors" in 51 per cent of

all studied motorcycle intersection accidents.

Taking all evidences pro and con DRL, which have been found in

the literature, into account, there is a strong support for a
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connection between an increase in motor vehicle visibility/de

tectability/conspicuity through DRL and a reduction of

"multiple" daytime accidents.

The analysis of the Swedish accident data also indicates that

there is a positive effect of DRL in high as well as in low

ambient illumination. Low ambient illumination is probably in

itself an important factor. Another important factor would be

large contrasts between sun and shadow in the traffic environ

ment as well as glare in full sunshine.

The main effects of DRL are summarized below:

DRL improve motor vehicle visibility/detectability/conspicu

ity in daylight.

The number of "multiple" accidents in daylight decreases

with an increase in frequency of motor vehicles driving with

DRL.

The number of collisions between motor-vehicles and unpro

tected road users (pedestrians and cyclists) in daylight

decreases with an increase in frequency of motor vehicles

driving with DRL.

In conclusion, there is a strong evidence that DRL is a potent

traffic safety measure and there are very few, if any, results

indicating the opposite.
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